🗺

Isometirc map generator user manual
Isometirc map generator is a map generator based on tile map. Using this tool, game developers or designers can
randomly create a grid map and set the map size, terrain, surface plants, river and other parameters, and in Unity. For
more information, please check on the official website:http://www.richardcliu.com/index.php/iso_map_gen
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1. Main features
 Basic random map generation ability.
Support random map generation and custom map size.
Support any number of terrains.
Supports the separation of terrain between rivers.
Support setting the type and density of vegetation.
Supports secondary editing of the generated map, compatible with the native Tilemap editor.
2. Friendly GUI operation.
Generate random maps with one click, what you see is what you get.
Define terrain and surface plants by drag and drop.
Support drag and drop slider to define custom density parameters such as ocean and plants.
3. Provide abundant expansion capabilities.
Provide complete map generation algorithm source code.
Support adding more custom types of map elements.
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2. Preparation

💡

In order to display Isometric tiles correctly, you need to set up the project according to the following procedure.
If your project already displays Isometric tiles correctly, you can skip these preparations.

：

Preparation steps:

 Create a new 2D project, set the project location and path, and click the "create" button.
 Click Edit in the menu and open the Project Settings tab.
 Select Custom Axis in Graphics tab and set Y to 1 and Z to 0.
 Close the setting window and the preparation is complete.
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3. Quick start
STEP 1. Drag IsometricMapGenerator under Prefabs directory into the scene.

STEP 2.

（Optional）Click the IsometricMapGenerator object in the scene. At this time, the Inspector tab will display the

map size, default parameters such as land, river, and plants. Of course, you can completely use the default parameters.
Example: As shown in the picture below, we try to add a plant to terrain 1 and choose the style of the plant.

STEP 3. Find and click the "GenerateAndBuildMap" button at the bottom of the Inspector tab.
Bomb ~ A random map is generated. If you don't like it, just click again to regenerate.
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4. Parameter settings

💡

This chapter will further explain each parameter of IsometricMapGenerator in the Inspector tab. At the same
time, these parameters will also be written into their corresponding config files.

Basic Config
Basic Config is mainly used to set the basic information such
as the height, width and name of the map. It also contains
information such as quality and random seeds. Changes in these
parameters will change the overall appearance of the map.

Name
The name of the generated map. Note: If there is an object with
the same name in the scene, it will be overwritten.
Width
The minimum width of the generated map is 50, and the
maximum is 1000.
height
The height of the generated map has a minimum value of 50
and a maximum value of 1000.
seed
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Random seed, the map shape generated by the same random
seed will also be the same. If it is 1, use any number as a random
seed.
quality
The quality of the generated map, the higher the quality, the
slower the generated speed.

Terrain Config
Terrain Config is used to configure terrain types, terrain
styles and the proportion of each terrain.

Terrain count
Used to set the number of total terrain types on the
map.
Ratio
The proportion of the current terrain on the general
map. The higher the value, the greater the proportion of
such terrain. The maximum value is 1.0.
Tile
The tile used to set the terrain can be selected in the
pop-up interface through the origin on the right.

Plants Config
Used to configure the plants in the map.
Plants count
The number of plant species under this terrain.
Ratio
The proportion of plants of this species.
Tile
The tile of this plant can be selected in the pop-up
interface through the origin on the right.
Spawn count
The extent to which plants are gathered together. The
higher the value, the more the plants will come together.
Spawn radius
The length of the radius where plants gather together.

Ocean Config
The ocean and ocean style can be modified in Ocean
Config.
Tile
The tile used to set the ocean can be selected in the
pop-up interface through the origin on the right.
Single tilemap
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Whether to create a separate tilemap for the ocean.
When checked, an independent tilemap will be created for
the ocean in the project, and its name is fixed as
OceanTilemap.

River Config
Used to configure rivers in the map.
Max river count
The total number of rivers on the map.
River Length
The length of the river. The larger the value, the longer
the river on the map. The maximum is 1.0.
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